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I've taken the fairy tale about
Tarnish and immortalized it into
an online action RPG. Rise,
Tarnished, and travel together
with your friends. In this fantasy-
themed world, you can freely
customize and increase your
strength. The battle system is a
combo-style RPG with attacks
from both the front and the back,
and features extensive
progression and the MMORPG
character class concept. ●
Swordsman - Change the course
of battle with the Sword and
Shield! In this class, attacks from
the front and back are
supplemented with Sword and
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Shield special techniques. Attack
by blocking using Shield and
instantly return to the back while
wearing a Juggernaut armor
makes you truly fearsome. ●
Juggernaut - Powerful attacks with
a unified offense-defense! With a
constant increase in defense,
you’ll achieve powerful damage on
offense as well. Use the right
attack techniques depending on
the situation and make every step
an action-packed battle. ■ Join the
“Elden Ring Free Download” ■
Less than 30 seconds to play! ■
Immediately Download when you
login! ◆ How to Play • Once again,
the entire world is divided into five
areas. Explore and fight by
dividing yourself between Field,
House, Town, Castle, and
Dungeon. • Take on quests to
collect rewards and items. •
Complete the quest to be able to
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complete the next quest! ◆ Field
Go on the surface of the world to
collect your own rewards. By
defeating monsters, you’ll find
treasure. Exchange the collected
items for the rewards of other
players. • From the beginning,
you’re able to easily fight
monsters in the Field. Along with
the increase in attack power,
monsters will change their
behavior and become more
difficult. ◆ Castle Go into the
Fields where the fields have been
destroyed to enter a new field of
action and fight. Each step on your
journey toward the top of the
Castle is filled with various
dangerous monsters and traps,
and your alignment meter will be
reset when you enter a new field.
◆ There is a limit to how many
times you can enter the Castle.
Your alignment will decrease when
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you defeat monsters, so it’s
important to balance your fight
with your alignment. ◆ Dungeon In
a dungeon, you’ll fight monsters
equipped with iron armor. Each
monster holds a key that opens
the door to

Features Key:
Warlock Hunter’s Wrath

If you are equipped with a Rune and Sword, you can unleash
a vivid skill called “Warlock Hunter’s Wrath” after reading or
acquiring an Orgnum. -Read: Increase the Weapon Damage of
the first attack after using a Rune. -Orgnum: Increase the
Weapon Damage of the first attack after using an Orgnum.
-Rune: Increase the Number of hits of the first attack and
increase the impact of the attack more than other weapon
types.

Suit of Honed Steel

When wearing the Sufficient Padded Set, the feeling of armor
and weapons increases. -Padded Seamless Set: Increases the
weight of the weapon and armor while feeling more
comfortable. -Sufficient Padded Set: Increases the weight of
the weapon and armor. -Sufficient Padded Old Set: Increases
the weight of the weapon and armor, feels light. -Sufficient
Padded Old Set: Increases the weight of the weapon and
armor, feels light.

Unique Equipment System: Handmade Garb and Armor

You can modify the appearance of your armor by hand, or
other players can equip your gear, and in both cases you can
craft the equipment. > Garb Crafting> Accept missions and Craft a Garb in order to

progress during the game. > Garb Crafting Random> Craft a random Garb.> Find in Monster’s Bazaar> Craft a random Garb in order to progress
during the game.> Find in Elden Market> Craft a random Garb in order to progress
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during the game.> Garb Crafting +1> Craft a random Garb.
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